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In this paper, we study the initial boundary value problem of the following
hyperbolic system with relaxation
{
vt+ux=0,
(E )ut+_(v)x=
1
=
( f (v)&u), (x, t) # R+_R+
on the half line R+ with the boundary conditions v(0, t)=v& .
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When the asymptotic states are stationary wave or rarefaction wave or superposi-
tion of these two kind waves, we prove the stability of these wave patterns for small
perturbation. The study is motivated by [7] where the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions to the scalar viscous conservation law with boundary corresponding to
rarefaction waves was studied. In our analysis, we do not require (v+ , u+) satisfy
the equilibrium equation, i.e., u+= f (v+) as in [15].  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Relaxation phenomenon arises in many physical situations, for example,
gases not in thermodynamic equilibrium, kinetic theory, chromatography,
river flow, traffic flows, and more general waves, cf. Whithman [14]. The
general 2_2 hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with relaxation in the
form
{
ut+ f (u, v)x=0,
(1.1)
vt+ g(u, v)x=
1
=
h(u, v),
were analyzed in [6] to justify some nonlinear stability criteria for diffu-
sion waves, expansion waves, and traveling waves of the Cauchy problem.
Since then, the stability of traveling waves (or rarefaction waves) withor
without decay rates for the Cauchy problem and the initial boundary value
problem has been studied by many authors, cf. [9, 13, 15, 16], and
reference therein. The problem on the convergence to the diffusion waves
was studied by in [3]. Related results on the relaxation time limit can be
found in [1, 10] etc.
In this paper, we investigate the initial boundary value problem on the
half line R+=(0, +) for the following hyperbolic system with relaxation
{
vt+ux=0,
(1.2)
ut+_(v)x=
1
=
( f (v)&u), (x, t) # R+_R+,
with initial boundary conditions
{v(0, t)=v& ,(v(x, 0), u(x, 0))=(v0(x), u0(x))  (v+ , u+) as x  +, (1.3)
where v\ and u+ are given constants.
For some special choice of _(v) or some special boundary conditions, the
corresponding problem to (1.2) where the Cauchy problem has a viscous
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shock has been studied in [13]. But for the case where the corresponding
Riemann problem to its equilibrium equation,
{
vt+ f (v)x=0, x # R, t>0,
(1.4)
v(x, 0)=vR0 (x)={v& , x<0,v+ , x>0,
contains the rarefaction wave
v& , x f $(v&) t,
rR \xt+={( f $)&1 \xt + , f $(v&) tx f $(v+) t, (1.5)v+ , x f $(v+) t,
to our knowledge, no results have been obtained and the purpose of this
paper is devoted to the study of this problem.
A sufficient condition to guarantee that the Riemann problem (1.4)
admit a solution of type (1.5) is either
f "(v)>0 for all v under consideration, and v&<v+ , (1.6)
or
f "(v)<0 for all v under consideration, and v&>v+ . (1.6)$
Throughout this paper, we always assume that the nonlinear functions
_(v) and f (v) satisfy (1.6) and the following conditions
(A1) _(v) # C3(R), f (v) # C3(R), _$(v)>0,
(A2) subcharacteristic condition
&- _$(v)< f $(v)<- _$(v),
and
f (0)= f $(0)=0. (1.7)
Without loss of generality, we may assume ==1.
Following the arguments used in [7], we have the following five cases
due to the signs of the characteristic speeds f $(v\).
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v&<v+<0, (1.8)
v&<v+=0, (1.9)
v&<0<v+ , (1.10)
0=v&<v+ , (1.11)
0<v&<v+ . (1.12)
By employing elementary energy estimates, we prove that for the cases
v&<v+0, 0v&<v+ , and v&<0<v+ , the initial boundary value
problem (1.2), (1.3) admits a unique global solution (v(x, t), u(x, t)) and
(v(x, t), u(x, t)) converges, as t  +, to the stationary solution, the
rarefaction wave, and the superposition of nonlinear waves respectively. In
our results, we do not require the limits (v+ , u+) of the initial data at
x=+ satisfy the equilibrium equation, i.e., u+= f (v+) as in [15].
Notations. Hereafter, we denote several generic positive constants
depending on a, b, ... by Ca, b, ... or simply by C without confusion. L p=
L p(R+) (1p) denotes usual Lebesgue space with the norm
& f &Lp=\|R+ | f (x)| p dx+
1p
, 1p,
| f |=sup
R+
[ | f (x)|],
and the integral region R+ and the symbols dx dt and dx will be omitted
for brevity. H l (l0) denotes the usual l th order Sobolev space with the
norm
& f &l=\ :
l
j=0
& jx f &2+
12
,
where & }&=& }&0=& }&L2 . For brevity, & f ( } , t)&Lp and & f ( } , t)&l are
denoted by & f (t)&Lp and & f (t)&l respectively.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present our main results. Corresponding to the cases
(1.8)(1.12), we divide this section into several subsections.
2.1. Convergence to the Stationary Solutions in the Case of v&<v+0
When v&<v+0, the stationary solutions ((x), ,(x)) of the initial
boundary value problem (1.2), (1.3) is the asymptotic state. Here
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((x), ,(x))=( i (x), f (v+)) (i=1, 2) are solutions of the boundary value
problem of the ordinary differential equation
,x(x)=0,
{_((x))x= f ((x))&,(x), (2.1)(0)=v& , ((+), ,(+))=(v+ , f (v+)).
For the properties of the solution ((x), ,(x)) to the boundary value
problem (2.1), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2), the boundary value
problem (2.1) admits a unique smooth solution ((x), ,(x))=(i (x), f (v+))
# C3([0, ), R2) (i=1, 2), where i=1 corresponds to (1.8) and i=2 to
(1.9) respectively. And they satisfy
$i (x)>0, v&i (x)<v+ , x0, i=1, 2, x0, (2.2)
{ |1(x)&v+ |C |v+&v& | exp(&k+x),|kx 1(x)|C |v+&v& | exp(&k+x), k=1, 2, (2.3)
or
|2(x)|C min { |v& |, 11+x= ,
{ |kx2(x)|C min {v2& , 1(1+x)2= , k=1, 2, (2.3)$} (2(x))22x(x) }C,
and
} (i"(x))
2
$i (x) }C |v+&v& |, i=1, 2. (2.4)
Here
k+=
| f $(v+)|
_$(v+)
. (2.5)
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is straightforward and we omit the details.
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Remark. If we do not let ==1, the estimates of Lemma 2.1 becomes
{
|1(x)&v+ |C |v+&v& | exp \&k+x= + ,
|2(x)|
C
1+(x=)
.
Thus for each x>0, we have that
lim
=  0
i (x)=v+ , i=1, 2,
and consequently, the solution ((x), ,(x)) of (2.1) satisfies ((x), ,(x)) 
(v+ , f (v+)) as =  0 for each x>0.
Having determined i (x) (i=1, 2), if we let, cf. [3]
{w(x, t)=v(x, t)&(x)&v^(x, t),z(x, t)=u(x, t)& f (v+)&u^(x, t), (2.6)
where
{
(x)=i (x), i # [1, 2],
(2.7)
v^(x, t)=a+e&tm0(x),
u^(x, t)=a+ e&t |
x
0
m0( y) dy,
with
{
a+=u+& f (v+),
(2.8)
m0(x) # C 0 (1, ), |

0
m0(x) dx=1,
then (1.2), (1.3) can be rewritten as
{wt+zx=0,zt+_(w++v^)x+z&( f (w++v^)& f (v+))=0, (2.9)
and
{
w(0, t)=v(0, t)&(0)&v^(0, t)=v&&v&=0,
w(x, 0)=w0(x)=v0(x)&(x)&v^(x, 0)={0,0,
x=0,
x  +,
z(x, 0)=z0(x)=u0(x)& f (v+)&u^(x, 0)={u0(0)& f (v+),0,
x=0,
x  +.
(2.10)
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For the initial boundary value problem (2.9), (2.10), we want to seek its
solution in Banach space
X(0, T)=[(w, z)(x, t) | (w, z) # L(0, T; H2), (wt , zt) # L & L2(0, T; H 1),
(wx , zx) # L2(0, T; H1), (wtt , ztt) # L & L2(0, T; L2)]
with 0<T<.
For this, our main result in the case of v&<v+0 can be stated as
follows.
Theorem 2.2 (Stability of the Stationary Solutions). Suppose that
v&<v+0 and that _(v) and f (v) satisfy (A1), (A2). If we assume further
that (w0(x), z0(x)) # H 2 with $=|v+&v& |+|a+ | and &w0 &2+&z0&2 suf-
ficiently small, then the initial boundary value problem (2.9), (2.10) admits a
unique global solution (w(x, t), z(x, t)) # X(0, ) and (w(x, t), z(x, t))
satisfies
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(w(x, t), z(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1, (2.11)
or equivalently
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(v(x, t)&(x), u(x, t)& f (v+))|]=0, i=0, 1. (2.12)
Remarks. 1. Recall that for the initial boundary value problem on the
half line R+ for scalar viscous conservation laws
{vt+ f (v)x=:uxx , f (0)= f $(0)=0, f "(v)>0,v(0, t)=v& , t>0, (2.13)
v(x, 0)=v0(x)={v& ,v+ ,
x=0,
x  +,
(2.14)
when v&<v+0, [13] shows that
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ |v(x, t)&(x)|]=0, (2.15)
where (x)= i (x) (i=1, 2) is the solution to the boundary problem (2.1)
with :=_$(0).
2. The decay rates can also be obtained by employing the analysis
in [7].
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2.2. Convergence to the Rarefaction Waves in the Case of 0v&<v+
Before discussing the large time behavior of solutions for the initial
boundary value problem (1.2), (1.3) where 0v&<v+ , we need to refor-
mulate the original initial boundary value problem (1.2), (1.3). Since the
asymptotic state (,R(x, t), f (,R(x, t))), where ,R(x, t)=rR( xt ) |R+ with
rR( xt ) defined by (1.5), is not smooth, we first construct its smooth
approximation i (x, t) (i=3, 4), cf. [11, 12].
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that f (v) satisfies (1.6), (1.7) and that 0=v&<v+ .
Let w(x, t) be the unique smooth solution of the following Cauchy problem
{
wt+wwx=0, x # R, t>0,
(2.16)
w(x, 0)=w30(x)=w+kq |
w+x
0
(1+ y2)&q dy, q> 32 ,
where w+= f $(v+)>0 and kq 0 (1+ y
2)&q dy=1. Then 3(x, t)=
( f $)&1 (w(x, t)) |R+ satisfies
{
3t+ f (3)x=0, x # R+, t>0,
(2.17)
3(0, t)=0(=v&),
3(x, 0)=30(x)=( f $)&1 (w30(x))={0,v+ ,
x=0,
x  +,
and the following
(i) 0=v&3(x, t)<v+ , 3x>0, |3t |C3x , |3xt |C(23x+
|3xx | ), (x, t) # R+_R+,
(ii) For any 1p, there exists a constant Cpq such that
{
&3x(t)&LpCpq min[v2&(1p)+ , v
1p
+ t
&1+(1p)]Cpqv1p+ (1+t)
&1+(1p),
(2.18)
&3xx(t)&LpCpq min[v3&(1p)+ , v
( p&1)(q&1)pq
+ t
&1&( p&1)2pq]
Cpqv ( p&1)(q&1)pq+ (1+t)
&1&( p&1)2pq,
&3xxx(t)&LpCpq min[v4&(1p)+ , v
(2p&1)(q&1)pq
+ t
&(1+(12q))+(12pq)]
+Cpq min[v4&(1p)+ , v
2&(1p)&(1q)
+ t
&(1+(12q))]
Cpqv (2p&1)(q&1)pq+ (1+t)
&(1+(12q))+(12pq).
(iii)
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(3(x, t)&
R(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1.
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Lemma 2.3 can be proved by the characteristic curve method, cf. [11,
12] and we omit the details.
Set
{w(x, t)=v(x, t)&3(x, t)&v^(x, t),z(x, t)=u(x, t)& f (3(x, t))&u^(x, t), (2.19)
the initial boundary value problem (1.2), (1.3) is then reduced to
{wt+zx=0,zt+_(w+3+v^)x+z=( f (w+3+v^)& f (3))& f (3)t , (2.20)
and
w(0, t)=v(0, t)&3(0, t)&v^(0, t)=0,
{w(x, 0)=w0(x)=v0(x)&30(x)& v^(x, 0)  0, x  +, (2.21)z(x, 0)=z0(x)=u0(x)& f (30(x))&u^(x, 0)  0, x  +.
Our theorem for the case (1.11) is the following.
Theorem 2.4 (In the Case of 0=v&<v+). Suppose that _(v) and f (v)
satisfy (A1), (A2). Then if we assume further that (w0(x), z0(x)) # H 2 with
$=v++|a+ | and &w0&2+&z0&2 sufficiently small, the initial boundary
value problem (2.21), (2.21) admits a unique global solution (w(x, t), z(x, t))
# X(0, ) and (w(x, t), z(x, t)) satisfies
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(w(x, t), z(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1, (2.22)
or equivalently
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(v(x, t)&3(x, t), u(x, t)& f (3(x, t)))|]=0, i=0, 1.
(2.23)
In the case of 0<v&<v+ , by employing the similar argument as in the
proof of Lemma 2.3, we have the following lemma cf. [12].
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that f (v) satisfies (1.6), (1.7) and that 0<v&<v+ .
Let w(x, t) be the unique smooth solution of the following Cauchy problem
{
wt+wwx=0, x # R, t>0,
(2.24)
w(x, 0)=w40(x)=
w&+w+
2
+
w+&w&
2
kq
_|
(w+&w&) x
0
(1+ y2)&q dy, q>
3
2
,
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where w\= f $(v\)>0 and kq 0 (1+ y
2)&q dy=1. Then 4(x, t)=
( f $)&1 (w(x, t)) |R+ satisfies
{4t+ f (4)x=0, x # R
+, t>0,
4(x, 0)=40(x)=( f $)&1 (w40(x)),
(2.25)
and the following
(i) 0<v&<4(x, t)<v+ , 4x>0, |4t |C4x , |4xt |C(24x+
|4xx | ), (x, t) # R+_R+,
(ii) For any 1p, there exists a constant Cpq such that
&4x(t)&Lp
Cpq min[(v+&v&)2&(1p), (v+&v&)1p t&1+(1p)]
Cpq(v+&v&)1p (1+t)&1+(1p),
&4xx(t)&Lp
Cpq min[(v+&v&)3&(1p), (v+&v&) ( p&1)(q&1)pq t&1&( p&1)2pq]
Cpq(v+&v&) ( p&1)(q&1)pq (1+t)&1&( p&1)2pq,
&4xxx(t)&Lp
Cpq min[(v+&v&)4&(1p), (v+&v&) (2p&1)(q&1)pq t&(1+(12q))+(12pq)]
+Cpq min[(v+&v&)4&(1p), (v+&v&)2&(1p)&(1q) t&(1+(12q))]
Cpq(v+&v&) (2p&1)(q&1)pq (1+t)&(1+(12q))+(12pq). (2.26)
(iii) For some constant Cq , we have
{
|4(0, t)&v& |Cq(v+&v&)(1+(v+&v&)2 v2& t
2)&q3,
(2.27)
|4x(0, t)|Cq(v+&v&)(1+(v+&v&)2 v2& t
2)&q2,
|4xx(0, t)|Cq(v+&v&)3 (1+(v+&v&)2 v2& t
2)&q2,
|4xxx(0, t)|Cq(v+&v&)4 (1+(v+&v&)2 v2& t
2)&q2.
(iv)
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(4(x, t)&
R(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1.
By setting
{w(x, t)=v(x, t)&4(x, t)&v^(x, t),z(x, t)=u(x, t)& f (4(x, t))&u^(x, t), (2.28)
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One can deduce that (w(x, t), z(x, t)) satisfies the following initial boundary
value problem
{wt+zx=0,zt+_(w+4+v^)x+z=( f (w+4+v^)& f (4))& f (4)t , (2.29)
and
w(0, t)=v(0, t)&4(0, t)&v^(0, t)=v&&4(0, t),
{w(x, 0)=w0(x)=v0(x)&40(x)& v^(x, 0)  0, x  +, (2.30)z(x, 0)=z0(x)=u0(x)& f (40(x))&u^(x, 0)  0, x  +.
For the initial boundary value problem (2.29), (2.30), we have the
following result.
Theorem 2.6 (In the case of 0<v&<v+). Suppose that that _(v) and
f (v) satisfy (A1), (A2). Then if we assume further that (w0(x), z0(x)) # H2
with $=|v+&v& |+ |a+ | and &w0&2+&z0&2 sufficiently small, the initial
boundary value problem (2.29), (2.30) admits a unique global solution
(w(x, t), z(x, t)) # X(0, ) and (w(x, t), z(x, t)) satisfies
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(w(x, t), z(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1, (2.31)
or equivalently
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(v(x, t)&4(x, t), u(x, t)& f (4(x, t)))|]=0, i=0, 1.
(2.32)
2.3. Asymptotics to Superposition of Nonlinear Waves
For the case when v&<0<v+ , according to the discussion in Subsec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2, we set
{w(x, t)=v(x, t)&2(x)&3(x, t)&v^(x, t),z(x, t)=u(x, t)& f (3(x, t))&u^(x, t). (2.33)
(w(x, t), z(x, t)) satisfies the reformulated problem
{wt+zx=0,zt+_(w+2+3+v^)x+z=( f (w+2+3+v^)& f (3))& f (3)t ,(2.34)
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and
w(0, t)=v(0, t)&2(0)&3(0, t)&v^(0, t)=v&&v&=0,
{w(x, 0)=w0(x)=v0(x)&2(x)&30(x)&v^(x, 0)  0, x  +,z(x, 0)=z0(x)=u0(x)& f (30(x))&u^(x, 0)  0, x  +.
(2.35)
The theorem for this case is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.7 (In the case of v&<0<v+). Suppose that that _(v) and
f (v) satisfy (A1), (A2). Then if we assume further that (w0(x), z0(x)) # H2
with $=|v+&v& |+ |a+ | and &w0&2+&z0&2 sufficiently small, the initial
boundary value problem (2.34), (2.35) admits a unique global solution
(w(x, t), z(x, t)) # X(0, ) and (w(x, t), z(x, t)) satisfies
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(w(x, t), z(x, t))|]=0, i=0, 1, (2.36)
or equivalently
lim
t  +
sup
x # R+
[ | ix(v(x, t)&2(x)&3(x, t), u(x, t)& f (3(x, t)))|]
=0, i=0, 1. (2.37)
Remarks. The corresponding Neumann initial boundary value problem
of (1.2), i.e., (1.2) with
{ux(0, t)=0,(v(x, 0), u(x, 0))=(v0(x), u0(x))  (v+ , u+), x  +, (2.38)
can be reduced to the Dirichlet problem (1.2), (1.3). In fact, from
ux(0, t)=0, we have vt (0, t)=0 and implies v(0, t)=v& .
3. THE PROOF OF OUR MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we will prove our main results. For brevity, we only
prove Theorem 2.7 in details.
The proof of Theorem 2.7 combines the local existence results with some
a priori estimates. For completence, we state the local existence results in
[5] as follows.
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Lemma 3.1 (Local Existence Result). Under the conditions of Theorem
2.7, the initial boundary value problem (2.34), (2.35) admits a unique solution
(w(x, t), z(x, t)) # X(0, t1), where t1 depends only on &w0&2 and &z0 &2 .
Hence, to extend the local solution (w(x, t), z(x, t)) obtained in Lemma
3.1 globally, one need only to get the H2-norm a priori estimates on the
solution (w(x, t), z(x, t)). For this, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 (A priori Estimates). Suppose that (w(x, t), z(x, t)) is the
solution obtained in Lemma 3.1 and has been extended to the time t=T>t1
with
N(T )2= sup
t # [0, T)
[&w(t)&22+&z(t)&
2
2+&wt (t)&
2
1+&zt (t)&
2
1] (3.1)
sufficiently small. Then if we also assume further that $=|v+&v& |+|a+ |
is also sufficiently small, we have
&(w(t), z(t))&22+&(wt (t), zt (t))&
2
1+&(wtt (t), ztt (t))&
2
+|
t
0
[&(wx(t), zx(t))&21+&(wt (t), zt (t))&
2
1+&(wtt (t), ztt (t))&
2] dt
C(&w0 &22+&z0&
2
2+$
16). (3.2)
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 together imply Theorem 2.7. In fact, under
the assumptions that $ and &w0 &2+&z0&2 are sufficiently small, a standard
iteration technique shows that the solution (w(x, t), z(x, t)) obtained in
Lemma 3.1 can be extended to all t>0 and for each t>0 when (3.2) holds.
By (3.2), the asymptotic estimate (2.36) can be obtained by following the
argument used in [31]. Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 2.7, we
only need to prove Lemma 3.2 in the following.
Before proving Lemma 3.2, we first prove the following lemma by
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 3.3. 3(x, t) satisfies
|
t
0
(&3x(t)&4L4+&3x(t)&
2
L4) dtCv
12
+ ,
{| t0 (&3xx(t)&+&3xx(t)&2) dtCv:1+ , :1=12& 14q>13, (3.3)| t
0
&3xxx(t)&2 dtCv:2+ , :2=4&
5
2q
>
1
3
.
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Furthermore, if N(T ) is sufficiently small, we have
|
t
0
| 2x3 |w|C$+C$ |
t
0
| w2x , (3.4)
|
t
0
| 2x3x |wx |C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| w2x , (3.5)
and
|
t
0
| 2x3x |wtt |C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| w2tt . (3.6)
Proof. We only prove (3.4). The rest can be proved similarly.
Note that
| 2x3 |w||w|  | 2x3
=|w| \ |
f $(v+) t
0
+|

f $(v+) t+ 2x3
=|w| \2( f $(v+) t) 3( f $(v+) t, t)
&|
f $(v+) t
0
2 3x+|

f $(v+) t
2x3+
C |w| \ $1+ f $(v+) t&
$25
(1+t)45 |
f $(v+) t
0
(1+x)&1
+$ |

f $(v+) t
(1+x)&2+
C &w&12 &wx&12 $25(1+t)&45 ln(1+t)
C$16 &wx&4+C$16 &w&23 (1+t)&1615 (ln(1+t))43
C$16 &wx&4+C$16 (1+t)&1615 (ln(1+t))43,
we have
|
t
0
| 2x3 |w|C$16 |
t
0
| w2x+C$16 |
t
0
(1+t)&1615 (ln(1+t))43
C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| w2x . Q.E.D.
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Secondly we get from Sobolev inequality and (3.1) that
| ix 
j
t (w(x, t), z(x, t))|N(T ), 0i+ j1. (3.7)
Furthermore, from (2.34), (2.35), and _(2)xx= f (2)x , we deduce that
w(x, t) satisfies
wtt&[_(w+2+3+v^)&_(2)]xx+wt
=&[ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2)& f (3)]x+ f (3)xt (3.8)
and
w(0, t)=0,
{w(x, 0)=w0(x), (3.9)wt (x, 0)=z0x(x).
For w(x, t), we first have the following basic energy estimate.
Lemma 3.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2, we have
&w(t)&21+&wt (t)&
2+|
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x+w2t ]
C(&w0&21+&z0&
2
1+$
16). (3.10)
Proof. Multiplying (3.8) by 2wt and integrating over R+_(0, t), we
have after some calculation that
| w2t +2 |
t
0
| w2t =| w20t+2 |
t
0
| [_(w+2+3+v^)&_(2)]xx wt
&2 |
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2)& f (3)]x wt
+2 |
t
0
| f (3)xt wt
= :
4
i=1
Ii . (3.11)
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First, from Lemma 3.3, we have
I4$&16 |
t
0
| | f (3)xt |2+$16 |
t
0
| w2t
C$16+$16 |
t
0
| w2t . (3.12)
As to I2 , we can get
I2=&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) wxwtx
&2 |
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] 2xwtx
&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xwtx&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) v^x wtx
= :
4
i=1
J i2 , (3.13)
where
J12=&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x+| _$(v0(x)) w20x
+|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wt+3t+v^t) w2x
&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x+C &w0x&2+C(N(T )+$16) |
t
0
| w2x , (3.14)
J22=&2 | [_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] wx2x
+2 | [_$(v0(x))&_$(2)] w0x2x
+2 |
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wt+3t+ v^t) wx2x
C($16+&w0x&2)+$16 | w2x+C$16 |
t
0
| (w2x+w2t )+C |
t
0
| 2x3x |wx |
C($16+&w0x&2)+$16 | w2x+C$16 |
t
0
| (w2x+w2t ), (3.15)
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J32=&2 | _$(w+2+3+v^) wx3x+2 | _$(v0(x)) 30xw0x
+2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xtwx
+2 |
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wt+3t+ v^t) wx3x
C($16+&w0x&2)+C$16 | w2x+C$16 |
t
0
| (w2x+w2t ), (3.16)
and
J 42=2 |
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^) v^x]x wtC$. (3.17)
Consequently
I2&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x+C($16+&w0x&2)
+C$16 | w2x+C($16+N(T )) |
t
0
| (w2x+w2t ). (3.18)
Now we estimate I3 .
I3= &2 |
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2+3)]x wt
&2 |
t
0
| [ f (2+3)& f (2)& f (3)]x wt
=J 13+J
2
3 . (3.19)
For J 13 , we have
J13=&2 |
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wxwt
&2 |
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+ v^)& f $(2+3)](2x+3x) wt
&2 |
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) v^xwt
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=&2 |
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wxwt
&2 |
t
0
| f "(%)(2x+3x) ww t
&2 |
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)+ f "(%)(2x+3x)] v^xwt
|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]2 w2x+|
t
0
| w2t
+C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2t ], (3.20)
where % # I(w+2+3+v^, 2+3)=: (min[w+2+3+v^, 2+3],
max[w+2+3+v^, 2+3]).
For J 23 , since
J 23=&2 | [ f (2+3)& f (2)& f (3)]x w
+2 | [ f (2+30)& f (2)& f (30)]x w0
+2 |
t
0
| [ f (2+3)& f (2)& f (3)]xt w
= :
3
i=1
K i32 , (3.21)
and
K132+K
2
32=&2 | [[ f $(2+3)& f $(2)] 2xw]| t0
&2 | [[ f $(2+3)& f $(3)] 3xw]| t0
C($16+&w0 &2)+C$16 | w2, (3.22)
K 332=2 |
t
0
| [ f $(2+3)& f $(3)] 3tx w
+2 |
t
0
| [ f "(2+3)& f "(3)] 3x3tw
+2 |
t
0
| f "(2+3) 2x3t w
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C$&16 |
t
0
| |3tx |2+C$16 |
t
0
| 22 w2
+C$&16 |
t
0
| |3x |3+C$16 |
t
0
| 3xw2
+C$&16 |
t
0
| |3x |2 2x+C$16 |
t
0
| 2xw2
C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| (2x+3x) w2 dx dt, (3.23)
where we have used the fact that
} 
2
2(x)
2x(x) }C,
we have
J 23C($
16+&w0&2)+C$16 |
t
0
| (2x+3x) w2 dx dt+C$16 | w2, (3.24)
and consequently
I3|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+ v^)]2 w2x+|
t
0
| w2t
+C($16+&w0&2)+C$16 |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2t ]+C$16 | w2.
(3.25)
Substituting (3.12), (3.18), and (3.25) into (3.11), we deduce
| w2t +| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x+|
t
0
| w2t
C(&w0 &21+&z0x&
2+$16)+C$16 | (w2+w2x)+C(N(T)+$16)
_|
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x+w2t ]
+|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]2 w2x . (3.26)
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Multiplying (3.8) by w and integrating over R+_(0, t), we have
1
2 | w2= 12 | w20+|
t
0
| w2t &| wwt+| w0w0t
+|
t
0
| [_(w+2+3+v^)&_(2)]xx w
&|
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2)& f (3)]x w
+|
t
0
| f (3)xt w
= :
11
i=5
Ii . (3.27)
By Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 3.3, we have
:
8
i=5
Ii|
t
0
| w2t + 13 | w2+ 34 | w2t +C(&w0&2+&z0&2), (3.28)
and
I11C |
t
0
| ( |3xx |+ |3x |2) |w|
|
t
0
| (&3x&2L4+&3xx&)(1+&w&2)
C$16. (3.29)
As to I9 , we have
I9=&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x
&|
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] 2xwx
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xwx
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) v^xwx
= :
4
i=1
J i9 . (3.30)
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Since
J 39=|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xx w
+|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wx+2x+3x+v^x) 3xw
CN(T ) |
t
0
| 3xx+C$16 |
t
0
| (3xw2+w2x)
+C$16+C |
t
0
| 2x3x |w|
C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x], (3.31)
J 49C |
t
0
| |v^x |C$, (3.32)
J 29=|
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] 2xxw
+|
t
0
| [_"(w+2+3+v^)&_"(2)] 22xw
+|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wx+3x+v^x) 2xw
C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x], (3.33)
where we have used (3.3). Then we have
I9&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x+C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x].
(3.34)
Now we estimate I10 . Note that
I10=&|
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wwx
&|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(2)] w2x
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&|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(3)] w3x
&|
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wv^x
= :
4
i=1
J i10 , (3.35)
we have from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 3.3 that
J 410C |
t
0
| |v^x |C$, (3.36)
J 210=&|
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^) 2xw2
&|
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(3+v^) 2xw
+ 12 |
t
0
| f $$$(%)(w+3+v^)2 2xw % # (I(2 , w+2+3+v^))
&|
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^) 2xw2
+C$16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| (2xw2+w2x), (3.37)
and similarly
J 310&|
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^) 3xw2+C$16
+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| (3xw2+w2x). (3.38)
At last we estimate J 110
J110
1
2 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^) w2wx
+ 12 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x) w2+C$
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& 16 |
t
0
| f $$$(w+2+3+v^) w3wx
+CN(T) |
t
0
| (2x+3x) w2+C$
+
1
2 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x) w2
CN(T) |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x]+C$16
+ 12 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x) w2. (3.39)
Here we have used
| |wx | |w|3|w| 2 &w& &wx&
C &w&2 &wx&2
CN(T) &wx&2.
Inserting (3.36)(3.39) into (3.35), we arrive at
I10C$16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x]
& 12 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x) w2. (3.40)
From (3.28), (3.29), (3.34), and (3.40), we have
1
6 | w2+|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2x
+ 12 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x) w2
C($16+&w0&2+&z0x&2)+ 34 | w2t +|
t
0
| w2t
+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x]. (3.41)
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Combining (3.26) with (3.41), under the subcharacteristic condition (A2) and
the assumption that N(T) and $ are sufficiently small, we have
| (w2+w2x+w2t )+|
t
0
| [(2x+3x) w2+w2x]
C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&
2)+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| w2t . (3.42)
(3.10) follows easily from (3.26), (3.42) and thus the proof of Lemma 3.4 is
complete. Q.E.D.
For the high order estimate, we have
Lemma 3.5. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2, we have
&wxx(t)&2+&wxt (t)&2+&wtt (t)&2+|
t
0
| (&wxx(t)&2+&wxt (t)&2+&wtt (t)&2)
C(&w0&22+&z0x&21+$16). (3.43)
Proof. Differentiating (3.8) with respect to t, multiplying it by 2wtt , and
integrating over R+_(0, t), we get after some calculation that
| w2tt+2 |
t
0
| w2tt=| w20tt&2 |
t
0
| _(w+2+3+v^)xx wxtt
&2 |
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (3)]xt wtt
+2 |
t
0
| f (3)xtt wtt
= :
15
i=12
Ii . (3.44)
From Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 3.3, we have
I15C$16+C$16 |
t
0
| wtt , (3.45)
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and
I14=&2 |
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wxtwtt
&2 |
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(3)] 3xtwtt
&2 |
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) v^xtwtt
&2 |
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(wx+2x+3x+v^x)(wt+3t+v^t) wtt
|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]2 w2xt+|
t
0
| w2tt
+C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&
2)+C(N(T )+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt
+C$ |
t
0
| 2x3x |wtt |
|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]2 w2xt+|
t
0
| w2tt
+C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&
2)+C(N(T )+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt (3.46)
For I13 , we have
I13=&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) wxtwxtt
&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xtwxtt
&2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) v^xtwxtt
&2 |
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^) wx(wt+3t+v^t) wxtt
&2 |
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(2x+3x+v^x)(wt+3t+v^t) wxtt
= :
5
i=1
J i13 . (3.47)
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Now we estimate J i13 item by item.
J 113=&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt+| _$(v0(x)) w20xt
+|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wt+3t+v^t) w2xt
C &z0x&21+C(N(T)+$
16) |
t
0
| w2xt
&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt (3.48)
J 213=2 |
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wx+2x+3x+v^x) 3xtwtt
+2 |
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) 3xxtwtt
C$16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt . (3.49)
Similarly
{
J 313C$
16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt ,
(3.50)J 413+J
5
13C($
16+&w0&21+&z0x&
2)+C(N(T)+$16) | w2xt
+C($16+N(T)) |
t
0
| (w2tt+w2xt).
Thus
I13&| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt+C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21)
+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)+C(N(T)+$16) | w2xt . (3.51)
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Substituting (3.45), (3.46), (3.51) into (3.44), we get
| w2tt+| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt+|
t
0
| w2tt&|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]2 w2xt
C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&
2
1)+C(N(T)+$
16) |
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)
+C(N(T)+$16) | w2xt . (3.52)
Multiplying (3.8) by &wtt and integrating over R+_(0, t), we deduce
& 12 | w2t &|
t
0
| w2tt=& 12 | w20t&|
t
0
| [_(w+2+3+v^)&_(2)]xx wtt
&|
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2)& f (3)]x wtt
&|
t
0
| f (3)xt wtt
= :
19
i=16
Ii . (3.53)
By CauchySchwartz inequality, we have
I19C$16 \1+|
t
0
| w2tt+ , (3.54)
I18=|
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (3)]xt wt
&| [( f (w+2+3+v^)& f (2)& f (3))x wt] | t0
C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&
2)
+|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(3)] 3xt wt
+|
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) v^xtwt&|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)]x w2t
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+|
t
0
| f "(w+2+3+v^)(wt+3t+v^t)(wx+2x+3x+v^x) wt
&|
t
0
| f "(3) 3x3twt
C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&2). (3.55)
As to I17 , we have
I17=&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) wxxwtt
&|
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] 2xxwtt
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^)(3xx+v^xx) wtt
&|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)[(wx+2x+3x+v^x)2&22x] wtt
&|
t
0
| [_"(w+2+3+v^)&_"(2)] 22xwtt
= :
5
i=1
J i17 . (3.56)
Due to
:
5
i=2
J i17C$
16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt
&| [(_"(w+2+3+v^)&_"(2)) 22xwt] | t0
+|
t
0
| [_"(w+2+3+v^)]t 22xwt
&| [(_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)) 2xxwt] | t0
+|
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)]t 2xxwt
C$16+C(N(T)+$16) |
t
0
| w2tt , (3.57)
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and
J 117=| [[_(w+2+3+v^)&_(2)]x wxt] | t0
&|
t
0
| _(w+2+3+v^)xt wxt
C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&
2
1)+C$
16 | w2xt
+ 12 | _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt
&|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wx+2x+3x+v^x)(wt+3t+v^t) wxt
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^)(3xt+v^xt) w2xt
C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&
2
1)+
1
2 | _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt
+C$16 | w2xt+C($16+N(T)) |
t
0
| w2xt
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt , (3.58)
we have
I17C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21)+ 12 | _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt
+C$16 | w2xt+C($16+N(T)) |
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)
&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt . (3.59)
From (3.53)(3.55), (3.59), we have
|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt
C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21)+|
t
0
| w2tt+C($16+N(T)) |
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)
+C$16 | w2xt+ 12 | _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt . (3.60)
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(3.52) and (3.60) imply
| w2tt+ 12 | _$(w+2+3+v^) w2xt+|
t
0
| [_$(w+2+3+v^)
&( f $(w+2+3+v^))2] w2xt
C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&
2
1)+C($
16+N(T)) |
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)
+C($16+N(T )) | w2xt . (3.61)
Under the subcharacteristic condition (A2) and the assumption that N(T)
and $ are sufficiently small, we have from (3.61) that
| (w2xt+w2tt)+|
t
0
| w2xtC($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21)+C($16+N(T)) |
t
0
| w2tt .
(3.62)
(3.52) and (3.62) imply
| (w2xt+w2tt)+|
t
0
| (w2xt+w2tt)C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21). (3.63)
Now to complete the proof of Lemma 3.5, we only need to verify
| w2xx+|
t
0
| w2xxC($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21), (3.64)
and such an estimate can be obtained from (3.63), (3.10), and
_$(w+2+3+v^) wxx
=wtt+wt& f (3)xt+ f $(w+2+3+v^) wx
+[ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(2)] 2x
+[ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(3)] 3x
+ f $(w+2+3+v^) v^x
&[_$(w+2+3+v^)&_$(2)] 2xx
&_$(w+2+3+v^) 3xx&_$(w+2+3+v^) v^xx
&_"(w+2+3+v^)[(wx+2x+3x+v^x)2&22x]
&[_"(w+2+3+v^)&_"(2)] 22x .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. Q.E.D.
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Now we consider the similar a priori extimates on z(x, t). For this, we
have
Lemma 3.6. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2, we have
&z(t)&22+&zt (t)&21+&ztt (t)&2+|
t
0
(&zx(t)&21+&zt (t)&21+&ztt (t)&2)
C(&w0&22+&z0&22+$16). (3.65)
Proof. From (2.34), to complete the proof of Lemma 3.6, we only need
to verify
| z2C(&w0&22+&z0&22+$16), (3.66)
and
| z2t +|
t
0
| z2t C(&w0&22+&z0&22+$16). (3.67)
We will only prove (3.67) in the following. (3.66) can be proved similarly.
From (2.34), we have
ztt+zt=[ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (3)]t&_(w+2+3+v^)xt& f (3)xt .
(3.68)
Multiplying (3.68) by zt and integrating over R+_(0, t), we get
1
2 | z2t +|
t
0
| z2t = 12 | z20t&|
t
0
| f (3)ttzt
+|
t
0
| [ f (w+2+3+v^)& f (3)]t zt
&|
t
0
| _(w+2+3+v^)xt zt
= :
23
i=20
Ii . (3.69)
It is easy to see that
I21 14 |
t
0
| z2t +C$16, (3.70)
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I22=|
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) wtzt
+|
t
0
| [ f $(w+2+3+v^)& f $(3)] 3tzt
+|
t
0
| f $(w+2+3+v^) v^tzt
 14 |
t
0
| z2t +C($16+&w0&21+&z0x&2), (3.71)
and
I23=&|
t
0
| _$(w+2+3+v^)(wxt+3xt+v^xt) zt
&|
t
0
| _"(w+2+3+v^)(wx+2x+3x+v^x)(wt+3t+v^t) zt
 14 |
t
0
| z2t +C($16+&w0&22+&z0x&21). (3.72)
Thus (3.67) follows from (3.69)(3.72). This completes the proof of Lemma
3.6 and consequently Theorem 2.7 follows.
Before concluding this paper, we point out that Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2.4 can be proved in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.7. Theorem
2.6 also follows essentially the ideas used in the proof of Theorem 2.7, the
main difference is the occurrence of the boundary layer ‘‘v&&4(0, t)’’ at
x=0. However such a boundary layer can be suitably controlled by using
the estimate (iii) of Lemma 2.5.
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